About Inspired Review

Inspired Review is a Managed Review firm launched to "disrupt" a marketplace that has been considered commoditized for a long time and has now seen a race to the bottom. We have launched a new model for document review that should forever change the way corporations and law firms approach their buying model for these services. Creating aligned incentives with the attorneys performing review, the corporate client, the law firm and the vendor has allowed us to create a predictable, low-cost model that can rival all US based cost structures, and even offshore. We have developed in-depth, statistically validated QC, validation and targeted search methodologies that will ensure the defensibility of your review and minimize any risk of error. We have never had to invoke a clawback agreement.

Whether you need a robust managed review model, a better option for 1st pass review or would like an integrated Managed/Technology Assisted Review, Inspired Review has different low-cost tier models for all. Inspired Review has a commitment to community and charity. A portion of the profits from each engagement will be donated to the charity of our client's choice.
LOCATIONS

New York City
136 Seat Document Review Center and Recruiting Office

South Florida
120 Seat Document Review Center and Recruiting Office

Hoboken, NJ
Sales/Marketing Office

Washington, DC
Flexible Review Center of 100 Seats and Recruiting Office

Nashville, TN
Flexible Review
Inspired Managed Review

**Aligned Attorney and Client Incentives**

Our ability to deliver fast, accurate and low-cost Managed Review is attributable to our proprietary screening/skills testing and metrics tracking system looking at accuracy and productivity. As performance is tracked at every stage of the review, we're able to reward and incentivize top-tier review attorneys with better pay for producing better results at higher speeds.

**Cost Predictability**

Inspired Review’s Per-Document Pricing provided an unmatched level of cost control and transparency and negates the risks associated with cost overruns. Fixed Cost Pricing at Inspired Includes all QC and Project Management Costs.

**Risk Management**

Inspired Review's Proprietary Document Review "Road Map" and QC Processes are the most comprehensive in the industry. With highly vetted approaches to Batch QC, along with statistical, targeted searches and validation techniques, the risk of any privilege or material documents being released is minimized.

**Low Cost Review Model**

By Providing Review Teams with Data Proven Quickness and Quality, along with Aligned Bonus Incentives and our highly controlled management systems, our results allow us to create faster moving and more cost-effective teams than industry averages.

**In-Depth QC Methodologies**

At Inspired Review, we provide highly trained Review Managers and our proprietary review management metrics, on each Document Review in order to allow unparalleled levels of leveraged control for firms and clients. In order to maximize defensibility as standards emerge in the Document Review industry, while also delivering the highest possible levels of accuracy and speed, our Review Managers follow the Inspired Review Methodology. We have found that by following these proven standards our reviews are often delivered ahead of schedule, under budget and without material errors. We take great pride in our expertise in managing the process of document reviews for firms and companies. We leave the substantive control of the document review in the hands of the client while we remove the difficulty and stress of day to day management.

**Predictive Coding and TAR Expertise**

Inspired Review has many years of in-depth knowledge and practice utilizing Predictive Coding and TAR. We have unique workflows designed to integrate with our Review Model that will save you time from reviewing inconsequential documents and make sure coding decisions are consistent across population of documents.
Inspired Review has been retained to consult with law firms and corporate legal departments on a wide variety of issues including retention, compensation structures, co-employment, project management, and cost saving structures.

Legal Auditors/Billing Specialists
  Paralegals
  Legal Compliance
  General Counsel

eDiscovery and Litigation Support Personnel
  Legal Administration

Contract/ Document Review Attorneys
  Direct- Hire Attorneys
  Contract Managers

Conflict Managers/ Analysts
As part of Inspired Review’s Legal Staffing division, we provide foreign language services for law firms, corporations, and government agencies.

**Translation**

For projects that require full translation, we supply professionals who have advanced linguistic and legal technical expertise to fully translate documents into English, or from English to any other language.

**Foreign Language Review**

Our foreign language reviewers are native-language speakers who are trained in both Foreign and United States legal systems. Reviews can be conducted in a wide-array of foreign languages, while providing notes and summaries in English.
Michael Dalewitz, Esq. is the Founder and CEO of Inspired Review. Previously, Michael was a Director of eDiscovery and the Founder and Senior Managing Director of Peak Discovery.

Michael has extensive experience in electronic discovery and the management of large, document intensive cases in a predictable fixed cost pricing model. He created one of the industry’s first managed document review models and developed the first document review metrics tracking software. Michael wrote the chapters on Temporary Legal Staffing in the ABA published Legal Management Handbook. Nationally recognized as an expert in electronic discovery, document review and legal staffing, Michael is a published author, speaker and CLE instructor. He consults with clients on implementing best practices in document review, utilizing TAR and analytics to provide efficiencies in the review process and outlining the current state of the law as it relates to legal issues involving eDiscovery and document review. He has prepared affidavits outlining best practices in the handling of electronic evidence and the defensibility of document review management on behalf of his clients. He was an active member of the Sedona Conference, and has served on the boards of The Masters Conference, ACEDS and Association of Litigation Support Professionals. Michael founded the Electronic Discovery Program at New York Law School and served as its Adjunct Professor. He is also a Certified eDiscovery Specialist (CEDS) and serves as Articles Editor of IT-LEX.

Currently Michael is an Advisory Member for UF Law School’s eDiscovery Education Program and established a full credit externship program for UF Law Students. He graduated from University of Florida with a Bachelor of Arts degree and obtained his JD from New York Law School. Mr. Dalewitz is licensed to practice law in the State of NY. Michael Dalewitz was recently named University of Florida’s 2015 Outstanding Young Alumni, recognizing his innovative contributions to the Legal Industry and overall Philanthropy to the Community.
Mr. Peter Francis is a co-founder of Inspired Review and has over 19 years growing and developing companies and software platforms in the litigation support and eDiscovery area. The companies he founded continue to support clients ranging from Fortune 1000 companies, the AmLaw 200 law firms, multiple government agencies, and top ten global consulting firms. He has worked with clients in industries including banking and finance, pharmaceutics, manufacturing, construction, energy, and telecom.

As Managing Partner of Inspired Review, Peter works closely with our CFO and is responsible for strategic growth and relationships, and facilitating the continued expansion into further National and Global Territories.
As Chief Financial Officer, Mr. Willey, a Certified Public Accountant and Certified Fraud Examiner, brings nearly 30 years’ experience in Litigation Support, Forensic and Financial accounting to his position at Inspired Review, LLC. After beginning his career in the public accounting sector, Walter operated his own Litigation Support and Forensic Accounting Company acting as lead investigator and expert witness for plaintiff’s attorneys on cases resulting in over $400 million in recoveries.

In 2008, Walter joined Wave Software, a leading provider of early case assessment and eDiscovery software as the CFO overseeing the company’s substantial growth in stature in the industry. During this time, he also served as Director and CFO of The Masters Conference, a boutique eDiscovery conference. Walter’s extensive experience in the document review and discovery fields as well as his relationships with Law Firms, Corporations and Service Providers provide a unique perspective to his position as CFO at Inspired Review.
As Managing Director of Document Review Services, Steve leads the operations of Inspired Review’s Document Review Services. Steve’s primary duties include overseeing the Review Managers and Team Leads of the review teams and ensuring that all of the reviews are running at the high levels of performance expected at Inspired Review. He works closely with the review management team, hosting and processing professionals, and law firm attorneys or corporate clients to develop document review protocols, QC protocols, and privilege review and logging protocols to ensure that they are tailored to meet client and case specific needs.

Steve has worked extensively on reviews of patent cases (pharmaceutical and electromechanical), antitrust matters (litigation and DOJ second requests), products liability issues, and securities actions. Additionally, Steve has managed large scale Mandarin Chinese reviews involving multiple review centers in several countries, and matters dealing with FCPA investigations and trade secret litigation. Prior to joining Inspired Review, Steve worked as a Litigation Associate engaging in trademark, copyright, and patent suits as well as drafting patent applications as a Patent Prosecution Associate.

While at Albany Law School, he served as an Associate Editor of the Albany Law Journal of Science and Technology, and graduated with a concentration in Intellectual Property. He received his BS in Mechanical Engineering from the Rochester Institute of Technology where his senior focus was on robotics and MEMS technology. Steve also served as a cadet non-commissioned officer of the Civil Air Patrol, an auxiliary of the United States Air Force. Steve is licensed to practice law in the State of New York as well as before the United States Patent and Trademark Office. He speaks Mandarin Chinese fluently.
As Director of Strategic Relationships, Anthony is the accomplished leader in Inspired Review’s Partner Relationship Management and Sales division. He has been instrumental in maintaining deep rooted relationships by helping our clients achieve control of large document intensive litigation, while developing sales strategies around a cost-effective, accurate and defensible review solution.

Prior to Inspired Review, Anthony has had years of extensive sales experience which had lead up to being Global Solutions Manager for a prominent industry leader. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science / International Relations from the University of Delaware.
Jared Namm is a Director of Document Review Services. He is an accomplished legal counsel with broad-based transaction, litigation, intellectual property, media, and administrative experience which he has acquired through publicly traded companies and well-respected law firms.

In directing document review services for Inspired Review, he is responsible for overseeing projects and effectively managing/building a team of Project Managers, Case Analysts, Team Leads and Document Reviewers. He monitors the review speeds and progress on a regular basis and implements quality control protocol. Working alongside the CEO, Michael, Jared is responsible for aiding in business strategy that translates into short-term and long-term operational programs. He is also concerned with the growth and expansion of the South Florida Review Center and the company’s integration into the South Florida market.

Jared graduated cum laude from the University of Miami School of Law with a Juris Doctor in May 2003.
Daniella is the Director of Legal Staffing for Inspired Review. Daniella is responsible for leading Inspired Review’s recruiting efforts which include the screening, hiring and on-boarding of Contract/Document Review Attorneys, as well as the on-going staffing of the company’s managed review projects taking place at Inspired Review’s multiple locations including New York, D.C., South Florida and Nashville. Daniella is also focused on Inspired Review’s separate recruiting division, handling the placement of all types of legal professionals – attorneys, paralegals, legal secretaries/other legal administrators and legal technology/litigation support specialists – in either law firms, or corporate legal departments, on a temporary, temp-to-perm, or permanent basis.

She handles all stages of the recruiting process from drafting and managing multiple job postings, to candidate sourcing and applicant screening, to resume review and interview preparation, to assisting with salary/terms of employment discussions. In this capacity, business development and client acquisition efforts are part of her purview as well. Daniella received her Juris Doctorate from Suffolk University Law School where she grew a passion for real estate and intellectual property law. She previously received her B.A. from Northeastern University, where she majored in Criminal Justice and minored in Business Administration. She is admitted to practice law in New York and New Jersey.
As the Director of Public Relations and Marketing, Aly Lespier is responsible for curating social media strategy, online presence, and brand consistency and growth. She has creatively and effectively launched communication with different media audiences while understanding industry trends, changes and challenges to increase marketing strategies and overall company success.

As an integral part of the team, she assists in event planning, charity involvement and marketing development. She obtained her Bachelor of Arts in Sociology from the University of California, Irvine.
CONTACT

NEW JERSEY
720 MONROE ST SUITE, E413
HOBOKEN NJ 07030
201.683.9302

NEW YORK
419 LAFAYETTE ST THIRD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
646.308.1375

FLORIDA
510 SHOTGUN ROAD, FIFTH FLOOR
SUNRISE FL 33326
954.727.3311

NASHVILLE
3102 WEST END AVE
NASHVILLE TN 37203
615.369.6380

Sales: sales@inspiredreview.com   PR/Marketing: pr@inspiredreview.com   General Inquiries: info@inspiredreview.com